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Defendant Florida Power & Light Company ("FP&L"), pursuant to Rule 1.730, subifttts 

the following objections to the "First Set of lnterrogatories" served by Complainant BellSouth 

Telecommunications, LLC d/b/a AT&T Florida ("AT&T"). 

Opposition 

FP&L disagrees with AT &T's claim that, "[t]he information sought in each Interrogatory 

is necessary to the resolution of this dispute, or will become necessary to the resolution of this 

dispute should FPL seek to rebut the presumption set forth at 4 7 C.F.R. § l.1 4 l3(b) ... "AT &T's 

First Set of Interrogatories, p.1. Many of the interrogatories seek information that not only is 

unnecessary to the resolution of this dispute, but also irrelevant to any potential claim or defense 

in this proceeding, as set forth more fully below. 

General Objections 

l. FP&L objects to AT &T's First Set of lnterrogatories to the extent that they violate the 

scope purpose and limitations set forth in Rule 1.730. 
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2. FP&L objects to AT&T's First Set of Interrogatories to the extent that the number of 

interrogatories, together with subparts, total more than the ten interrogatories allowed by 

Rule 1.730. 

3. FP&L objects to AT&T's First Set of Interrogatories to the extent that they seek 

information protected from disclosure under the attorney-client communication and work

product doctrines. 

4. FP&L objects to AT&T's First Set of Interrogatories insofar as they, in essence, ask for 

FP&L's full, substantive response to the complaint within the deadline for responding to 

the interrogatories. 

Obiections to Definitions 

FP&L objects to the definition of "FPL" on the grounds that it is overly broad and unduly 

burdensome and, if applied literally within each interrogatory, would seek information that is 

protected by the attorney-client privilege and work-product doctrine, would thwart the purpose of 

consulting and testifying experts, and would seek information that is not relevant to any claim or 

defense in this proceeding. AT&T defines "FPL" to mean "Florida Power & Light Company and 

any persons associated with it, including but not limited to, each of its current or former parents, 

subsidiaries, affiliates, officers, directors, independent contractors, agents, servants, attorney, 

successors, predecessors, representatives, investigators, experts, employees, ex-employees, 

consultants, representatives and others who are in possession of, or who may have obtained, 

information for or on behalf of the above-mentioned persons or entities." See AT&T' s First Set of 

Interrogatories, p. 2. 

FP&L objects to the definition of the term "identify" on the grounds that it would render 

each interrogatory in which the term is used vague, overly broad, unduly burdensome and not 
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reasonably calculated in scope. For example, the definition of "identify" when "referring to data" 

not only would require type, vintage, and location of collection but also would require "the rules 

or guidelines governing its collection, and all facts, figures, measurements, and other data collected 

and analyses performed." AT &T's First Set of Interrogatories, p. 3. 

Objections to Individual Interrogatories 

Interrogatory No. 1. Identify all FPL Joint Use Agreements and License Agreements that 

were in effect at any time from 2011 forward that contain a Pole Abandonment Provision. Include 

in your response the name of the entity that is a party to the Joint Use Agreement or License 

Agreement with FPL, the language of the Pole Abandonment Provision, and the dates on which 

the Joint Use Agreement or License Agreement was in effect. In lieu of quoting each Pole 

Abandonment Provision, FPL may produce a copy of the relevant FPL Joint Use Agreements and 

License Agreements. 

Objection. FP&L objects to this interrogatory as being overly broad in scope and 

burdensome as it would take a significant amount of resources and expense to search through 

countless records and gather the requested data dating back to 2011. More importantly, this 

interrogatory is seeking information entirely irrelevant to this proceeding. The allegations and 

legal claims found in AT &T's complaint focus solely on FP&L's Joint Use Agreement with 

AT&T. The terms and conditions of other agreements with third parties are not relevant to any 

claim or defense in this proceeding. Finally, such other third party agreements contain confidential 

and proprietary information that FPL does not share with third parties. 

Interrogatory No. 2. With respect to each entity identified in response to Interrogatory 1, 

separately identify every FPL pole by pole number and location that FPL claims to have abandoned 

to that entity from 2011 forward. Include in your response the date on which FPL provided notice 
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of its intention to transfer ownership of each pole under the Pole Abandonment Provision, the date 

the transfer of ownership occurred, the amount the entity paid FPL for the pole, the manner in 

which the payment amount was calculated for each pole, and the dates on which the payment 

amount was invoiced and paid. Separately list FPL poles for which the transfer of ownership was 

disputed and undisputed. 

Objection. FP&L incorporates its objections to interrogatory 1. Additionally, this request 

is even more burdensome in that it would require FPL to go through all of its records searching 

for notices sent to third parties dating back to 2011. 

Interrogatory No. 3. With respect to each entity identified in response to Interrogatory 2, 

separately identify the number of FPL poles to which the entity had facilities attached during the 

year FPL claims to have abandoned each pole identified in response to Interrogatory 2. If this 

information is not available, identify the number of poles or attachments for which FPL invoiced 

pole attachment rent during the year FPL claims to have abandoned each pole identified in 

response to Interrogatory 2. 

Objection. FP&L incorporates its objections to interrogatories numbered land 2. 

Interrogatory No. 4. On an annual basis from 2011 forward, identify the number of poles 

FPL replaced or relocated pursuant to a Storm Hardening Plan and the amount that the Florida 

Public Service Commission has authorized FPL to recover in its electric rates or otherwise for the 

removal and disposal of the poles replaced or relocated in connection with a Storm Hardening 

Plan. Provide the amount as a total amount, annual amount, and per-pole amount, and include all 

support for FPL's calculation. 

Objection. FP&L objects to this interrogatory as being overly broad in scope and 

burdensome as it would take a significant amount of resources and expense to gather and provide 
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the requested data dating back to 2011. In seeking historic information dating back to 2011, this 

interrogatory seeks information entirely irrelevant to this proceeding and not related to any claim 

or defense at issue. 

Interrogatory No. 6. Describe in detail the field audit referenced in Mr. Jarro's March 20, 

2019 letter to AT&T (Pole Attachment Complaint Exhibit 21 ). In your response, identify all 

entities and persons who designed and/or performed the field audit, the method and manner in 

which the field audit was performed, the number of poles that were visited in person to determine 

whether AT &T's facilities were attached, the date on which each pole was visited, the cost FPL 

incurred or paid for the field audit, and the results of the field audit. Include in your response the 

data that was collected during the field audit, the accuracy requirements, if any, imposed or related 

to the compilation or collection of the data, and the rules, parameters, or guidelines upon which 

the data was collected. 

Objection. FP&L objects to this interrogatory as being overly broad and as seeking 

information entirely irrelevant to this proceeding. The allegations and legal claims found in 

AT &T's complaint in this proceeding are solely focused on the plain language of FP&L's Joint 

Use Agreement with AT&T. The remedy sought by AT&T is solely focused on the reformation 

of that contractual language. Thus, the results of any audit conducted by FP&L and additional 

details surrounding any such audit are completely irrelevant to the relief sought by AT&T and the 

legal claims underpinning its request for relief. As such, the information sought by this 

interrogatory is not relevant to any claim or defense in this proceeding. 
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Respectfully submitted, 

ECKERT SEAMANS CHERIN & MELLOTT, LLC 

Isl Cody T. Murphey 
Charles A. Zdebski 
Robert J. Gastner 
Cody T. Murphey 
1717 Pennsylvania A venue, N. W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 
(Tel) 202.659.6600 
(Fax) 202.659.6699 
czdebski@eckertseamans.com 

Joseph Ianno, Jr. 
Maria Jose Moncada 
Charles Bennett 
Florida Power & Light Company 
700 Universe Boulevard 
Juno Beach, Florida 33408 

Counsel to Florida Power & Light Company 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on July 17, 2020 I caused a copy of the foregoing Opposition and 
Objections to AT &T's First Set of Interrogatories to be served on the following as indicated below: 

Christopher S. Huther, Esq. 
Claire J. Evans, Esq. 
Wiley Rein LLP 
1776 K Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20006 
chuther@w ileyrein. com 
cevans@wileyrein.com 
Attorneys for BellSouth 
Telecommunications, LLC 
(Via e-mail) 

Robert Vitanza 
Gary Phillips 
David Lawson 
AT&T Services, Inc. 
1120 20th Street NW, Suite 1000 
Washington, DC 20036 
(Via U.S. Mail) 

Lisa B. Griffin 
Lia Royle 
Federal Communications Commission 
Enforcement Bureau 
Market Disputes Resolution Division 
445 12th Street, SW 
Washington, D.C. 20554 
(Via ECFS and e-mail) 

Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary 
Federal Communications Commission 
9050 Junction Drive 
Annapolis Junction, MD 20701 
(Via ECFS) 

Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary 
Nathaniel J. Davis, Sr., Deputy Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
888 First Street, N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20426 
(Via U.S. Mail) 

Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399 
(Via U.S. Mail) 

Isl Cody T. Murphey 
Cody T. Murphey 
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